
 

 

                                                                                                                               ECODRIVING LT 2018 

ECODRIVING AND SAFE DRIVING LESSONS  
FOR DRIVERS OF PASSENGER CARS 

 
The training programme is designed for drivers of passenger vehicles with a maximum permissible 
mass not exceeding 3.5 t. 

THEORETICAL TRAINING 
During theoretical trainings contemporary driving conditions and challenges which drivers face on the 
road will be reviewed. Exceptional attention will be paid to development of such skills of drivers as fair 
assessment of situation and timely solutions.  

Programme Foorrmat Duration, hours 

Ecodriving (effective driving) theory* up to 20 people 1:30 

Safe driving (basic level) theory* up to 20 people 1:30 

Safe driving (basic level) and ecodriving theory* up to 20 people 3:00 

Safe driving (basic level) and the most dangerous 
situations on the road 

theory* up to 20 people 3:00 

Safe driving (2nd level**) theory* up to 20 people 3:00 
*Lithuanian or Russian language 
**for those training participants who have already taken part in the appropriate base level program.                                                                                                       

 
The ecodriving training programme introduces essential principles of ecodriving as contemporary, 
rational and responsible driving. It helps training participants to recognise their adjustable habits, and 
motivates to change them.  
 
During the basic safe driving programme, the typical situations on the road and the features 
determining the driver‘s behaviour are discussed, and the typical mistakes of the drivers are highlighted 
– the trainees are encouraged to understand their personal safe driving gaps. In the Level 2 safe 
driving training, it is gone deep into the risk factors of driving, and, at the end of training, each 
participant makes his own individual safe driving programme.  

 
The training programmes for safe driving and eco-driving are interrelated. These topics complement 
each other and explain why it is very important to not only learn how to technically control the vehicle, 
but also to constantly improve own abilitiesin the correct assessment of the situation on the road as well 
as in the making of correct decisions. 
 
Expanded safe driving and the most dangerous situations on the road training program helps 
participants to evaluate their level of driving risk and understand what needs to be changed 
immediately. 
 
Trainings are organized as a seminar, it means that training participants will be not only passive 
listeners, but also active seminar participants – they are encouraged to discuss, to share their good and 
bad experience, personal opinion...  

         
During the theoretical training programme its participants will be prepared for practical training. 
You may choose the location of trainings. It may be company’s hall, training class (in the city 
convenient for you) or leased premises (in your convenient location). The projector and the screen are 
necessary for the training. 
The training participants might be provided with handouts, certificates.  



 

 

 

PRACTICAL TRAINING UNDER REAL TRAFFIC CONDITIONS 
 

Programme Format Duration, hours 

Ecodriving practice* individually 1:00 

Safe driving and ecodriving (together with 
driving skills test) 

practice* individually 1:30 

*Lithuanian or Russian language (In Estonia also in Estonian language)                                                                                                                  
 
During the practical Eco-driving training trainees will be assisted in understanding what kinds of driving 
habits should be developed and what should be changed in their driving style, seeking the car is 
controlled more effectively and preserves dynamics, and fuel consumption is lower. 
 
These trainings are based on the EU’s widely recognized ‘Golden Rules of Ecodriving’. You will be 
taught how to assess the traffic situation properly and how to predict it, how to keep a safe distance, 
you will be given useful advice on how to reduce fuel consumption, how to safe your car and reduce 
number of accidents (including small accidents to which a franchise is normally applied).   
 
Longer-term programme “Safe driving and ecodriving” helps not only master new knowledge of 
ecodriving but it also additionally focuses on safe driving topic: during practical training driving coach 
additionally observes driver’s driving technique and behaviour on the road, by ‘catching’ the most 
typical his mistakes. At the end of each driver training the coach will individually explain characteristic 
mistakes and provide recommendations, and when the training is complete, the company is provided 
with a summary report and recommendations of the coaches.  

                                                                                                                             
Ecodriving trainings shall take place under real traffic conditions in the city (not 
only in Lithuania!), by driving the route prepared in advance by a coach. The 
trainings take place in accordance with the advance schedule. 4-5 or 8-10 
persons (one or two driving instructors are involved) can be trained per day. 
Participants shall exchange on the agreed time at the start / end location of the 

training route.  
Trainings shall take place using trainee’s car. Its transmission may be both mechanical, and automatic. 
NB: practical ecodriving trainings require a car with on-board computer recording fuel consumption 
data.  

EXPECTED RESULTS OF PRACTICAL ECODRIVING TRAINING 
 
Based on both our already held trainings and the available statistics of other EU states we can say that 
during lessons the trainees managed to save 5-25% of fuel and the mean outcome of the group usually 
is ~15%.  The long-term outcome of trainings is ~7-10% savings.   
In case the training course is repeated after a few months (1 hour duration is sufficient), the achieved 
results are solidified and the outcome may be even better.  
 
Besides, after the ecodriving principles are mastered, driving becomes safer too and the vehicle is 
preserved. 

        
Ecodriving trainings shall be lead by specially trained driving coaches who apply short term practical 
ecodriving training methodology acknowledged in EU countries.  
The training participants are provided with eco-driver’s guidelines, the certificates might be served.  



 

 

 

    PRACTICAL TRAINING IN CLOSED TRAINING PLACES  
 

Programme Format Duration, hours 

Safe driving in the driving centre practice* 4-person group 3:30 
*Lithuanian or Russian language                                                                                                                   

 
During the practical safe driving training you will gain skills which may help you to control the slipping 
vehicle and to avoid a collision with an obstacle, also you are explained the possibilities to control the 
car in the emergency situations, how the safety systems are operating and how to use them correctly.   
 
The trainings help the driver to know his, as driver‘s, capacity limits and to correct incorrect habits and 
correctly understand the driven vehicle’s potential behaviour.  
 

The programme “Safe driving in the driving centre” is 
conducted in the grounds with slippery covering designed for 
improvement of driving skills  - in the driving centres in Vilnius, 
Panevėžys, Šiauliai or Klaipėda (Lithuania).  

 
The practical trainings include 
exercises which develop reaction of 
the driver: ‘throwing’ of the car on the 
slippery covering, suddenly 
encountered obstacles, slippery uphill 
and slope, turns...  
 
In addition to special exercises, the participants will develop the following skills together with the driving 
coaches:  
- Setting of correct seat and steering wheel keeping;   
- Proper braking according to the safety systems in the car; 
- Manipulation of the steering wheel in the extreme situations and after activation of safety systems.  
 
The training participants might be provided with the certificates.  
 

 
OTHER TYPES OF TRAINING AND PROGRAMMES 

We may also arrange individualized training programmes with topics and training format (theory / 
practice) agreed with you. For example: 

 
o Complex safe driving or ecodriving programme - theory and practice in one day. This is 

an especially effective training format by concentrically covering the most important safe driving 
aspects. The practical part takes place in the driving centre or under real traffic condition. Max 
people in the group: 4 or 6.  
 

o Driving skills assessment test for new employees (in real traffic conditions). The training 
participant is provided with specific practical advice. The employer is provided with the training 
participant’s driving skills assessment and recommendations. 

 
o Training programs adapted for driving hybrid cars. 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT FROM OTHER SIMILAR TRAINING ORGANIZERS  
 
While performing the tasks in the learner’s car, the safe driving coach is always in the car and in real 
time explains the errors and gives for that driver necessary advice. 
 
Training usually takes place in the vehicles which the drivers are used to.  
Note: If you do not have any cars for training or cannot give them, we can provide you with our cars.  

 
 
 

LECTURERS AND DRIVING COACHES  
 

All UAB ‘Ecodriving LT’ lecturers and driving coaches have higher education and are trained by the 
German specialists and work in accordance with the most advanced training methodology used in the 
EU countries, by using the principles of coaching. Their unique experience - specialized eco-driving 
training for the employees of the companies engaged in a range of activities, driving teachers and 
driving instructors as well as examiners. We organize driving trainings depending on the goals of the 
training and nature of work of the participants.  
 
 

These are the persons who would share their experience with you: 
 

 Arturas Pakenas – certified eco-driving instructor who actively 
practices as a driving coach and works both with the ‘beginners‘ and 
with those who have difficulties in mastering driving.                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                        
Andrejus Savcenko - certified eco-driving instructor, very 

experienced safe driving coach, working with ordinary drivers and 
professionals. 

 
 
If neccesary, we invoke reliable and qualified partners for training in other countries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For training prices, please contact us by e-mail info@ecodriving.lt  or by phone +370 687 73005. 
 

mailto:info@ecodriving.lt

